1. Introduction. Let lp denote the set of all sequences c= \cn} such that ||c||j) = (23"--°o lc»| p)Up< ». If a and c are sequences, the convolution a * c is defined as the sequence {bn} such that Suppose A £33. The validity of (¡i)-(iii) remains to be considered. In this paper, we verify (ii) and prove that, if A is continuous, then cr(Afp) is a connected subset of the range of A. The statement (iii) holds when A is in the set 21 of functions analytic on [-w, t]. The proofs hinge on the fact that the set {Afp: .4£33} forms an abelian ring isomorphic to 33.
Let / be the identity function; we shall show that (iv) if A E^i, then Atp=A (Itp) and Afp has no eigenvalues when A is not a constant function.
Here A(ItP) is to be interpreted in the functionality sense of the Dunford operational calculus. The operator Itp is represented by the follows again from (3) and A-BEL2.
3. The ring 33#. From (v) and 2.2 can easily be deduced that the set $8t={Af: AE%$} forms an abelian subring of @. The unit element of the ring 58 is the function 7° such that I°(9) = 1 ; note that P# = l (the identity operator). If -4G93, then A*1 is the function B defined by B(9) = [A(9)]~\ 3.1. Remark. Suppose AE$5-If A-1 is a bounded function, it is easily seen that B=A~1E^, so that (^4#)_1 = (^4-1)#GS3# follows from 2.2 and AfBf = T} = l.
3.2. Theorem. The linear transformation A->At is an isontorphic mapping of the ring S8 onto the ring Í8#.
Proof. In view of 2.2, it will be enough to show that the mapping A^>A# is one-to-one. If At = Bf, we can infer from (2) From (a) follows that4 (7) A (It) = lim Fs(It) (j^oo).
We shall also need the following result [l, 2.9]
5.1. Theorem. 7/4G2I, then At = A(It).
Proof. Observe that In is the function I"(9) =9n, so that the polynomial P8 can be written as a finite sum 23a»1 P1 of functions. From 3.2 follows (P.)# = 23a4s)Pr; = P«(Pr) (lor the last equality, use (6)), which enables us to deduce from (7) that A(It)= lim (F,)t. On the other hand, A =lim F, is a consequence3 of (a), and the conclusion is now obtained from 4. Proof. Suppose first that A is a constant: ^4£2ío= {f/°: f complex}. Then At=Çl (see §3) and p(At) = {f}. Next, assume ¿4£2Io 9 The author is much indebted to Professor C. B. Morrey, Jr., who first proved this result.
